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Raman spectroscopy of new lead iodide intercalation 
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Received 5 January 1993, in 6“d form 8 April 1993 

Abstract. Pbiz crystals have been intercalated with ammonia, methylamine (CH3NHz). 
ethylmine (CzHsNHz), and burylamine ( C ~ H ~ N H Z )  for the first time. Raman spectra of these 
materials, and also of pblz intercalated with nonylamine (QHt9NHz) were obtained usmg an 
excitation wavelength of 514.531 m. Far camparison a study of the interadion of 0.412 with the 
same maleculer is included. Ramao spectmscopy in the m g e  IO-5W an-’ d c m ~ ~ t r a t e d  the 
occurrence of a polyrypic phase transition fm 1T to 3T 0 ~ 1  intercalalicm of Pblz and also that 
intercalation results in the breaking up of the crysral iN0 many small aysallites. The existence 
of strong Pb-N interactions was demonstrated by both infrared and Raman spectmsmpy. 

1. Introduction 

Intercalation has been a topic of considerable interest in recent years. The host materials 
studies have most often been h’ansition metal dichalcogenides and graphite. However, Pblz 
can be intercalated by organic molecules and there have been a number of recent studies 
of this l1-51. We have chosen to investigate the intercalation of PbIz by NH3 and alkyl 
amines. In this paper we present Raman specua of these materials which provide important 
evidence for a polytypic phase transition from IT to 3T on intercalation of Pbiz, and also 
for the formation of small crystallites during the intercalation process. Additional results 
concerned CdIz are included. Raman and infrared spectroscopy demonstrate the existence 
of smng metal-nimgen interactions in most of these materials. 

We have carried out other extensive studies of these intercalation systems: the optical 
absorption and ESR spech’a of these materials are presented along with stoichiomeaic 
determinations [SI and we explain these on the basis of a model involving quantum 
confinement and small crystallite formation. This model is also consistent with results 
presented in this paper. 

2. Materials and methods 

Pristine Pblz is a direct gap semiconductor having a hexagonal layered structure. The 
pristine crystals used were of 1T polytype of Pbh. This was identified by x-ray &ction 
of single crystals. (This polytype is often referred to as 2H following a different notation: 
the IT smcture is identical in stacking to that of 1T h’ansition metal dichalogenides.) The 
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Raman spectrum of the IT polytype has AI, at 96 cm-I and Eg at 72 cm-I [6,7, IO]. At 
the incident wavelength of 514.5315 nm used however, the laser is resonant with the band 
gap of PbI2 at 2.45 eV or 507 MI. This results in a breakdown of the Raman selection rules 
so that the longitudinal optic Az, and E. modes at 113 and 106 cm-I are Raman active. An 
overtone of this, and possibly of the AI, modes, occurs at 27.0 cm-’. The Raman spectrum 
of a PbI2 crystal of 1T polytype at SO K is shown (figure 1). The peaks at 43 and 177 cm-I 
are probably due to multiphonon interactions (is. they correspond to sum and difference 
combinations of two or more phonons). Apart from these this spectrum agrees well with 
previous published spectra of PbIz [6,7,101. 

Crystals of IT PbIz were mounted on a cryostat and exposed at room temperature to 
dry ammonia and amines in the vapour phase. The Raman spectra were monitored during 
the formation of the resulting new intercalation complexes. CdIz crystals of IT hexagonal 
layered structure (often referred to as 4H polytype) were treated in the same way for 
comparison. The polytype was identified by the Raman specmm (figure 2). 

R F Warren and W Y Liang 
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Figure 1. R m  spectrum of IT PbIz al 80 K. Figure 2. R a m  specmm of 2T Cdlz 81 300 K. 

All measurements were carried out using a 50 mW argon ion laser and a DLOR OMARS- 
89 Raman spectrometer, Raman spectra in the range of 1&5500 cm-I were obtained at 
room and liquid nitrogen temperatures before and after intercalation. Methods used in an 
attempt to deintercalate the crystals entirely were the evacuation of the intercalated sample 
for 1-2 days to a pressure of IO-’ mbar, and also the simultaneous heating of the samples 
to approximately 350 K during the evacuation process. Further Raman spectra were then 
recorded. 

Near-infrared (NIR) absorption measurements were carried out on a Nicolet mR 
spectrometer (range 4000 to 400 cm-I). Films of PbIz and CdIz were deposited on 
ZnSe windows which were mounted on a cold finger cryostat equipped with two ZnSe 
windows for infrared transmission. In situ measurements were made during intercalation 
by ammonia; the experiments were repeated using PbIz crystals of thickness of the order of 
4 p n  in the unintercalated form (this is the thickness appropriate for NIR measurements). 
The intercalation was carried out as described above for the Raman measurements. 

3. Results 

PbIz crystals became intercalated by ammonia or amines after a few hours’ exposure at 
room temperature in the cryostat. The effects of this were a dramatic c-axis swelling of the 
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crystal, and a slow colour change from bright yellow through dull yellow and pale yellow 
to white. On one occasion a shiny yellow PbIz crystal of dimensions 1 x 1 x 0.1 mm3 was 
transformed into a 2 x 2 x 10 mm3 pillar of opaque white flakes stacked above one another! 
Many of the layers had become completely detached. 

Figure 3 shows a typical Raman spectrum of ammonia-intercalated PbIz at 80 K. At 
300 K the spectrum is similar but poorly resolved. The photon spectrum of ammonia- 
intercalated PbIz appears to be complex and entirely different from that of the pristine 
material. The most surprising feature is the appearance of a number of sharp low-frequency 
Raman lines, below 72 cm-’. The original modes of PbIz vanish except a weak mode near 
96 cm-’ which remains. 

On using thicker crystals or short intercalation times, the spectrum shown in figure 4 
was obtained from ammonia-intercalated PbI2 at 80 K. Spectra similar to figure 4, but less 
clearly resolved, were obtained from thinner crystals of PbIz after 1 hour in ammonia gas 
at room temperature. As intercalation proceeded, a spectrum similar to figure 3 was then 
obtained (but again less well resolved). If the crystals were cooled at this point to 80 K., 
the spectrum was again obtained. This implies that figure 4 represents an earlier step in 
the intercalation process than figure 3. (An unavoidable side-effect of the cooling of the 
samples to 80 K is that the intercalant vapour surrounding them condenses onto the cold 
finger. The drop in pressure inevitably causes a certain amount of deintercalation.) After 
a day’s exposure to ammonia the spectrum shown in figure 5 was obtained. This consists 
simply of two broad modes near 163 and 297 cm-’. Once the crystal has reached this 
stage it is not possible to obtain again the spectrum of pure PbIz indicating that a chemical 
reaction has probably occurred; this final step is ineversible. In contrast after a few hours in 
NH,, corresponding to figure 3, the original spectrum of pristine PbIz (figure 1) can be fully 
recovered showing the complete reversibility of the intercalation of PbIz with ammonia. 

T 
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Figure 3. Raman spectrum of NH3-intercalated PbIz al 
80 K. 

Figure 4. Ranwn Spectrum of PbI2 al inkrmediale stage 
of intercalation by NH3. 

Table 1 compares the Raman frequencies in IT, ZT, and 3T PbIz, and in the intercalation 
complexes. It also includes the rotational Raman modes of ammonia, the amines. and the 
modes of solid ammonia I (this work, [9-12,14-16]). 

When PbI2 was exposed to CH~NHZ at a vapour pressure of 180 mbar the crystal 
swelled and changed colour from dark yellow to pale yellow and finally to white over a 
period of about 1 hour. The Raman spectrum of the white intercalate is shown in figure 6 
at 80 K. When the crystal was pale yellow, the same Raman spectrum was obtained. It was 
possible to completely deintercalate the crystal of methylamine by simultaneously heating 
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the samples to 350 K and evacuating them to mbar, and recover a Raman spectrum 
identical to that of the pristine material. 

The Raman spec!" of methylamine-intercalated PbIz is also given in table 1. This 
table also shows the remarkably simiIar results obtained for ethylamine and for nonylamine. 
Throughout, we examined the polarization dependence of the Raman spectra of the 
intercalated samples, but none was detected. Slightly different patterns in the Raman spectra 
were observed in the case of butylamine (table I). 

I I 

W0"l""mbWS Vlorenumberi 

Figure 5. Raman s p e m m  of Pbl, aner 24 hours' 
exposure lo NH3. 

Figure 6. 
CH3NH2 at 80 K. 

Raman spec" of Pbll intercalated by 

CdI2 crystals swelled after about 1 hour in 400 mbar ammonia gas at room temperature 
and became opaque and white, losing their crystallinity. s p i c a l  Raman spectra taken at 
300 K are shown in figure 7. Table 2 shows the Raman modes of CdIz before and after 
exposure to N H 3 .  The change in CdI2 is clearly quite different from that occurring in 
PbIz. At first, the Al, mode in Cd12 remained prominent in the Raman spectrum of the 
ammoniated material, whereas the E, mode softened by 13 cm-' (not shown). The rigid 
layer mode at 16 cm-' also disappeared. Finally, both AI, and E, modes vanished and 
additional modes appeared at 160 and 322 cm-' (figure 7). This state of the sample was 
stable for at least 2 days since the Raman spectrum did not alter throughout this time. It 
was impossible to extract N H 3  from such crystals by simultaneous heating and pumping; 
the reaction was irreversible, and the original Raman spectrum could not be recovered. 

The behaviour of 2T CdIz crystals on exposure to the amines is very similar to that 
described previously for exposure to ammonia. The Raman spectra however appear more 
complex. The frequencies are listed in  table 2. Sequential Raman spectra obtained during 
the reaction of methylamine or ethylamine with CdIz, showed the gradual disappearance 
of the rigid layer mode and also of both AI, and E, modes. On (presumably) complete 
reaction these modes disappeared and new broad modes appear near 157 and 313 cm-' 
which apparently correspond to those at 160 and 322 cm-' in CdIz after complete reaction 
with ammonia; in both cases the final spectrum was simple. A similar type of spectrum 
was in fact found for PbIz (figure 5 )  after long exposure to ammonia. 

After reaction with butylamine, CdIz displayed a rather different Raman spectrum with 
modes at 40,108 and 129 cm-I. It is worth noting that the Raman spectra of butylamine- 
intercalated PbIz were also rather different from those of methylamine- or ethylamine- 
intercalated PbIz. 

Typical NIR spectra of ammonia-intercalated PbIz and of CdIz complexed with ammonia 
in the range of 3600-3000 cm-' are shown in figures 8 and 9. Figure 10 shows the IR 
spectra of solid and gaseous ammonia for comparison. 
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Figure 7. Raman specmm of Cdlz complexed with 
NH3 at 300 K. 

Fiiure 8. IR spenrum of NHs-intercalated PbIz at 
80 K. 
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Figure 9. IR s p e c "  of CdIz complexed with NH3 at 
80 K. 
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Figure 10. IR specka of (i) gaseous and (E) solid NH3. 

4. Discussion 

It is clear from the Raman spectra that a significant structural change occurs on intercalation 
of PbIz. The Raman spectra of PbIz intercalated by methylamine, ethylamine, and 
nonylamine are very similar. Those of ammonia-intercalated PbI2 differ slightly, as there are 
some additional modes. The great similarity between the Raman spectra of PbIz intercdated 
by these different molecules shows that the low-wavenumber phonons are associated with 
the PbI2 lattice alone. In fact, these new phonon modes are precisely those of the 3T (6H) 
polytype (table 1). The modes between 71 and 76 cm-' correspond to the E, mode of 
the 3T polytype. Those in the range 98-101 cm-I result from A,,. Referring to table 1, 
the modes of ammonidamine intercalated PbIz in the ranges 24-33 cm-' ,4346 cm-', 
and 63-67 cm-l, are also attributable to a 3T structure of PbI2. It should be noted that the 
phonons of the 3T polytype in PbIz are expected to be very similar to those of the 3R (either 
trigonal prismatic or octahedral) polytype, so from Raman evidence 3T and 3R cannot be 
distinguished. The 3T polytype has a stacking sequence AcB CbA BaC . . . , whereas 3R 
has AbA BcB CaC (in its trigonal prismatic form) and AbC CaEl BcA (in its octahedral 
form). Polytypism in PbIz is discussed in detail in 1141. The polytype 3R is not found 
naturally in PbIz, but could be induced by intercalation. Transition to 3R (trigonal prismatic 
coordination) is unlikely. 

It is actually extremely easy for the IT structure to undergo a phase transition to a 3T 
or 3R (octahedral) structure. In fact, pristine crystals of PbIz often contain a mixture of an 
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(n)T and a (3)nR polytype (where n are integers > 1). This is due to the occurrence of a 
Shockley dislocation a143 [OIO]. see [17]. The Raman spectra clearly indicated that prior 
to intercalation these crystals were 1T polytype at the surface. Heat can induce a transition 
from IT to 2T, but not to 3T or 3R. The transition to 3T or 3R (octahedral coordination) 
can be taken to be entirely the result of intercalation. If after intercalation the stacking were 
3T, the ammonia would occupy octahedral sites in the Van der Waals gap. If however, the 
transition were to 3R (octahedral), the ammonia could occupy trigonal prismatic sites in the 
Van der Waals gap (figure 11). Stacking in 3T and 3R (octahedral) polytypes and possible 
intercalation sites for a"onia are identical to the structures of KzZrSz [18]. 

R F U'arren and W Y Liang 

Proposed strucmre of inlercalafe 

Thus a polytypic transition has been shown to occur as a result of intercalation of PbIz 
by NH3 or by alkyl amines. This is a manifestation of the sliding of the layers relative to 
each other to form a more stable configuration. Such a transition from IT to 3R (octahedral 
coordination) is known to occur in 1T TaSz during intercalation by hydrazine [lo]. A similar 
structural tansformation occurs in ZrSz during intercalation by lithium. In Liz ZrSzv when 
x = 0.25, a structural change from IT to 3T occurs 1201. This is thought to be the result of 
the weaker Coulomb repulsion between the metal atoms in the 3T structure in which all the 
adjacent metal atoms are staggered (AcB[alCbA[c]BaC[b]AcB.. .), as opposed to the 1T 
shucture (AcB[c]AcB.. .) in which the metal atoms are directly above each other aligned 
along the c-axis. 

Amine-intercalation of PbIz can result in the formation of a superlattice in the plane of 
the layers (referred to hereafter as the ab plane) [Zl]. The effect on Raman spectra of the 
formation of a superlattice in the ab plane as a result of the intercalation of transition metal 
dichalcogenides (7") by organic molecules has been investigated e.g. for ethylenediamine 
(EDA) intercalation of 1T and 2H TaSz [22]. 1T TaSz has the same structure as 1T PbIz. 
However, unlike PbI2, IT TaSz undergoes periodic lattice distortions with which charge 
density waves are associated (PLD-CDWS), in  which the lattice spontaneously distorts to 
a StrUCtUre of lower energy. EDA intercalation suppressed the CDW distortion producing a 
complex Raman spectrum. Clearly CDWS are not involved in PbIz, but if the intercalants were 
to form a superlattice in the a b  plane, thus applying a modulating potential commensurate 
with the host lattice periodicity, such low-frequency modes might be expected to appear. 
The precise frequencies would of course depend on the multiplicity of the superlattice and 
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it would be a great coincidence if these modes coincided with those of the 3T polytype of 

Incidentally, it has been shown that the longer-period polytypes of PbIz have lower- 
energy bandgaps than the 1T polytype [23]. Although the value for the 3T polytype is not 
given, the fact that the bandgap of the 6T polytype is 1.65 eV compared with 2.5 eV in 1T 
PbI2 suggests that that of 3T PbIz is likely to be near 2 eV. This makes the giant optical 
absorption edge shift of 2.0 eV [8] accompanying intercalation of PbIz by ammonia even 
more dramatic if it is accompanied by conversion to a lower bandgap polytype. 

Once the absorption edge shift has taken place, the incident laser light is no longer 
resonant with the absorption edge at 2.4 eV. It is owing to this initial resonance that the 
E. and AzU phonons of PbIz at 106 and 113 cm-I are seen in figure 1 .  However, in 
figure 1 these modes are superposed over the AI, peak. After intercalation, the intensity of 
the E, and Az. phonons will be much reduced, since the Raman selection rules now hold. 
However, in figure 3, this frequency range can now be examined against a zero background, 
so two small peaks are still visible at 106 and 113 cm-'. 

At 300 K, the Raman spectrum of ammonia-intercalated PbIz was often masked by the 
rotational Raman lines of ammonia in the cryostat. At 80 K one may eliminate the rotational 
modes of gaseous ammonia, but there may still be contributions to the phonon spectrum 
from 

PbI2. 

(i) vibrations and rotations of ammonia in the Van der Waals gap of PbIz; 
(ii) solid ammonia condensed on the crystal surface. 

In fact, most of the ammonia condensed on the steel cold finger rather than on the 
crystal itself, and in any case the observed Raman frequencies did not correspond to those 
of solid ammonia I. Thus at 80 K most of the observed modes are phonons in ammonia- 
intercalated PbI2. The observed additional low-wavenumber modes at 3939, and 80 cm-' 
are the rotational modes of the intercalant ammonia molecules. These modes are at very 
similar wavenumbers to those of the free molecules. One might expect a change in the 
moment of inertia of the ammonia molecule on intercalation, causing an alteration in the 
energy spacing of the rotational modes; however this was not apparent. 

In the intermediate stage of intercalation of PbIz by ammonia, the Raman peaks are 
quite broad, owing to a high degree of disorder in the structure (figure 4.) However, once 
the intercalation process has been completed, a more ordered structure is obtained, resulting 
in the very narrow Raman peaks of figure 3, is obtained. 

Since the crystals were irradiated by a laser at low power (SO mW) we are confident that 
the surface of the crystal is at the same temperature as that of the cold finger. It is observed 
that the Raman spectrum of the crystal does not change as the laser power is varied and 
maintained at a low level. The laser power used was the maximum that could be tolerated 
(in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio) without causing damage to the sample. 

The Raman spectrum of 3T PbIz [lo] shows that the AI, and E, Raman peaks are 
much more intense than the new low-wavenumber phonons associated with the 3T stacking. 
In contrast, the intensity of the low-wavenumher phonons in the ammonia (and amine) 
intercalates of PbI2 is very high in comparison to that of the A,, mode at 96 cm-I. 

The Raman spectrum of the aggregate of Pbh obtained from a colloidal suspension in 
acetonitrile (table 1, [13]) is very similar to that of ammonia-intercalated PbIz (figure 3). 
The colloidal suspension [ 131 consisted of very small PbIz crystallites. In the crystallites the 
spatial extent of the layered structure is greatly reduced and there is a very high proportion 
of surface and edge atoms, so rigid layer modes would be likely to be reduced in intensity 
relative to new modes [13]. The high pressure Raman spectrum of the acetone aggregate 
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[I31 showed that the application of pressure causes partial recovery of the spectrum of 
pristine PbIz. It is likely that what was occurring here was in fact deintercalation and that 
molecules such as acetonitrile may also become intercalated. This is discussed in detail in 
[SI. The Raman spectrum of figure 3 probably corresponds to a structure contining a series 
of ordered domains, arranged in a mosaical pattern, similar to the compact array of small 
crystallites studied in [13]. 

The normal behaviour of TMD intercalates contrasts greatly with the behaviour of PbIa 
intercalates. For example 2H TaS2 (which does not undergo PLD-CDW distortions) has a 
Raman spectrum consisting of AI, at 400 cm-I and J& at 280 cm-I; on intercalation 
by EDA the E2, mode shifts 20 cm-' to higher energy as a result of enhanced interlayer 
interactions. The Ai, mode shifts only slightly probably because of the anisotropy of the 
long-range force. 

It should be noted that after prolonged exposure of PbIz to ammonia, a different Raman 
spectrum was irreversibly obtained (figure 5). This suggests that a post-intercalation reaction 
occurs in which a new structure forms. 

The Raman spectra of CdIz complexed with ammonia or amines are sufficiently similar 
to each other to indicate that a common process seems to be occurring. This has been termed 
complex formation owing to the irreversible nature of the optical changes occurring during 
the process [SI. During the reaction with ammonia, the A], modes in 2T CdIz becomes 
weak in intensity and finally disappears. The folding of the Brillouin zone in 2T CdIz is 
certainly disrupted by the additional of ammonidamines because the rigid-layer mode at 
16 cm-l disappears in the later stages of the reaction. However, in the case of ammonia 
there is initially a pronounced shift of the E, mode of 13 cm-' to lower energy implying 
that there has been a decrease in interlayer forces as a result of the reaction and indeed that 
the layer structure is retained in the initial stages of complex formation. Since the Raman 
spectrum of figure 7 is eventually obtained the layered structure is clearly lost after an hour 
in NH3. The Raman spectra of the CdIz systems showed no evidence of low-wavenumber 
phonons. 

The two Raman spectra (table 2) recorded using light face-scattered respectively from 
the edge and centre of a CdI2 crystal during its reaction with ethylamine provide information 
about the kinetics of this interaction. These imply that the amine is penetrating the crystal 
from its edge and the diffusing through the crystal layers, disrupting the layer structure in 
the process. 

In fact, CdIz is known to form three complexes with ammonia: {Cd(NH3)4(I.Iz)z), 
(Cd(NH3)4L) [21] and [Cd(NH&,I2) [25]. Raman spectra of the hexammine compound 
only have been reported [26,27]. Comparison of figure 7 with 1241 shows that the data are 
very similar. It appears [27] that the broad mode at 322 cm-I is an Ai, type mode arising 
from Cd-N stretch; the mode at 160 cm-' is a Tze mode arising from N-Cd-N bend; that 
at 112 cm-' is TI, arising from NH3; and that at 35 cm-' is Gk5. The assignment is based 
on the cell of a FCC structure (Cd(NH&Iz). Since complexes of ammonia with CdIz can 
form, with coordination numbers of 4 or 6, it is quite possible that similar complexes of 
amines with CdI2 exist. The modes appearing are probably of similar origin to those of 
CdIz complexed with ammonia. For example, in CdIz complexed with methylamine, the 
modes at 157 and 313 cm-I are Tzg of N-Cd-N bendiilg and Ai, of Cd-N stretch. (The 
notation assumes that the space group for the methylamine complex is the same as for the 
ammonia complex.) In the ethylamine complex, the modes at 156,224 and 482 cm-' can 
be assigned to Tz, of N-Cd-N bending, El, of Cd-N stretch, and A,, of Cd-N stretch 
respectively. 

Most of the results presented above feature the appearance of new modes in the range 
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150 to 500 cm-'. From a comparison of the reported Raman spectra of the pure amines 
with those of the intercalated metal halides presented here it is clear that the modes near 
270 cm-I in the latter are in fact torsional modes of the amine NH2 group; in ammonia a 
corresponding mode occurs at 284 cm-I. 

We assign the modes at 322 cm-l in NH3- or CH3NHz-intercalated PbIz, and 315 cm-' 
in GHlgNH2-intercalated PbIz to Pb-N bonds. As mentioned above, that at 322 cm-' in 
CdIz complexed with NH3 has already been assigned to Cd-N stretching in [Cd(NH3)&]. 
A large number of infrared and Raman frequencies for ammine complexes of metal halides 
have been published [28]. The metal-nitrogen stretching frequencies in all these are in the 
range 243 to 545 cm-'. Raman and IR spectra of ethylenediamine complexes with zinc, 
cadmium or mercury chloride have shown metal-nitrogen bond stretching modes between 
400 and 450 cm-' [29]. (Note that only the energy range above 150 cm-' is covered by 
[28] and [29].) 

This indicates that in ammonia-intercalated PbIz a strong Pb-N interaction exists which 
requires close proximity of the two atoms such that the ammonia molecules are orientated 
with their C3 axes perpendicular to the layers with the N atoms closest to the layers. 

The near infrared spectra of ammonia-intercalated PbIz at 80 K (figure 8) show the 
modes of intercalated ammonia only since we found that PbIz itself has no absorptions in 
this range. A pronounced softening of the symmetric (VI) (from 3333 to 3220 cm-') and of 
the antisymmetric (8) (from 3414 to 3321 cm-I) modes occurs on intercalation. (In N H 3  
gas the u3 mode is normally obscured by the P band of the V I  mode. In the intercalant 
NH3 at 80 K these rotations are frozen out and y becomes visible.) Such softening of 
the N-H sixetching modes is usually considered indicative of hydrogen bonding. However, 
the H-N-H torsional mode would then be expected to harden, and in fact it softens from 
628 to 617 cm-' (not shown). Hydrogen bonding is precluded by the orientation of the 
NH3 molecules between the layers. However, the Pb-N bonding (which was also detected 
by Raman spectroscopy) can equally well account for the observed softening of the N-H 
stretching modes. 

ions in the range 3000-3030 cm-' 
are not observed; hence it is shown that protonation of ammonia does not occur on 
intercalation of PbI2 by ammonia. NH,' absorptions were also absent in the spectra of 
CdIz complexed by ammonia. Protonation of ammonia would result in the evolution of 
Nz and Hz which were not detected in hydrazine intercalation of PbIz [30] or during the 
preparation of the ESR samples of ammoniated PbIz which involves immersing PbIz in liquid 
ammonia [8]. In contrast, ammonia-intercalated Ti& and NbSz contain both neutral and 
protonated ammonia molecules. In PbI2, protonation of the intercalant molecule only occurs 
if one attempts to prepare the intercalate in acid solution [31]. 

It was shown from the weight-gain experiments [8] that the fully intercalated form of 
PbIZ has the stoichiometry PbIz(NH3)z [32]. The complete reversibility of the intercalation 
process in both films and crystals has been demonstrated by x-ray diffraction [32] and by 
both optical absorption and Raman spectroscopy and shows that the intercalation compound 
retains the original layered structure of PbI2. The Raman spectra show that PbIz becomes 
broken up into small crystallites on intercalation and that although the layered structure in 
these crystallites is preserved, the stacking in them is now either 3T or 3R (octahedral). 

On the basis of the above the structure of the intercalation compounds of PbI2 and 
ammonia, or rather the microstructure of the small intercalated crystallites of stoichiometry 
Pb12(NH3)2, is proposed. By comparison with ammonia intercalates of transition metal 
dichalcogenides such as TaSl, TiSz and NbSz, and from geometrical arguments, a c-axis 
expansion of 3 A per layer of intercalated ammonia molecules is expected. 

The characteristic strong broad absorptions of 
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Attempts have been made to obtain x-ray diffraction patterns of both single crystal and 
powdered samples of ammonia-intercalated PbIz, However. we have not been able to obtain 
a diffraction pattern of sufficient quality to deduce lattice constants, and it is not clear what 
is the precise cause of the degradation of the x-ray diffraction patterns. For reasons not yet 
understood, any disorder in the samples appeared to affect the x-ray diffraction far more 
seriously than the Raman spectra. 

On the basis of the Raman spectra and stoichiometric analysis [8] we suggest the 
shucture shown in figure 11 for the intercalation compound PbIz(NH&. 
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